
10 Reasons nothing
beats Bloxx

Bloxx helps organisations significantly reduce Web filtering costs without having to 
compromise on functionality or performance. Total Cost of Ownership is up to 40% less 
expensive than other products.

Bloxx Anti-Malware is included as standard, providing extra layers of protection against 
Web-based threats, including viruses, malware and phishing, all at the gateway level 
minimising endpoint infection. 

Bloxx support and training is the best in the business - 96% of customers voted our 
Support ‘good’ or ‘very good’. Bloxx eCampus is our online, on demand training platform 
with video and audio modules and the option to become Bloxx Certified. 

Bloxx provides unrivaled flexibility in deployment allowing you to effectively integrate the 
solution into to your existing infrastructure. Available as hardware, virtual, or Hybrid Cloud, 
Bloxx easily scales to meet current and future requirements. Appliances can be clustered 
and load balanced to deal with high volumes of traffic.

Bloxx supports Single Sign-On, Google authentication and much more ensuring 
deployment into a BYOD environment is simple and accurate filtering policies are applied 
to all devices.
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To ensure that your users have accepted your organisation’s acceptable use policy, 
the AUP Management feature lets you automatically present an Acceptable Use Policy 
acceptance page to users. To ensure compliance, all acceptances are logged and can be 
reported.
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Bloxx provides a powerful easy-to-use Web Reporting application - enabling 
comprehensive report creation which can be customised, pre-defined reporting templates 
are also available. Our pro-active search alert functionality can also be set up to report on 
specific terms being requested across your network. 4

The Bloxx Web Filter uses an advanced SSL Proxy, SSLI, to intercept and decrypt SSL 
traffic to provide protection against HTTPS traffic, encrypted anonymous proxies and 
malware. Did you know, recent research indicates that up to 80% of UTMs cannot filter SSL 
traffic! 
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The Bloxx Web Filter uses an advanced but flexible policy manager allowing you to easily 
create and manage access policies, such as shopping and social media. Every policy can 
be set up so access to specific content categories can have time-based quotas.2

Bloxx’s unique patented Tru-View Technology (TVT) delivers genuine real-time filtering 
which means zero second protection – nothing protects like Tru-View. Other companies 
claim to offer real-time filtering but only Bloxx delivers.1
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